Attention BE students:

With a great pleasure, I would like to inform you that, upon recommendations from UGC and Govt. of Maharashtra, our College have been conferred “Autonomous Status” by University of Mumbai from the academic year 2014-15. In fact, among all the self-financed Engineering Colleges affiliated to University of Mumbai, our College is the first college which has become “Academically Autonomous”.

In this academic year 2014-15 you will be admitted to your Final Year Engineering (BE). Though the College was not Autonomous when all of you appeared for Third Year Engineering (TE) examination in the academic year 2013-14 or before, College Academic Authorities have taken the following decisions so that the benefits of Autonomy can be extended to you.

I. Eligibility for admissions to the College for the academic year 2014-15

a. A student will be eligible for admission to BE (along with ATKT of courses of TE; if any) as per University of Mumbai rules. It is also mandatory that such a student has passed all heads of passing at the Second Year Engineering (SE) Semester III and Semester IV examinations.

b. A student will not be eligible for admission to BE if he / she have not passed any heads of passing from semester III and IV as per University of Mumbai rules.

c. A student, who is eligible for admission to BE as per I (a) above, but has yet to pass certain heads of passing for certain courses from TE, will continue to appear for the University examination for all those Semester V and VI courses till the time he /she passes the said heads of passing. The examinations for these courses will be conducted by the University of Mumbai as per their time table.

d. A student as mentioned in I (c) above will continue to appear for the University examination for all those Semester III and IV courses till the time he /she passes the said heads of passing. The examinations for these courses will be conducted by the University of Mumbai as per their time table.

II. Syllabus of BE for the academic year 2014-15

a. Syllabus approved by Academic Board of KJSCE will be known as KJSCE-2014 and will be implemented during the academic year 2014-15.

b. Contents of the Syllabus KJSCE-2014 for BE (Semesters VII and VIII) during the academic year 2014-15 will be almost the same as that the syllabus for BE (Semesters VII and VIII) as declared by the University of Mumbai (R-2007).
III. Evaluation scheme for all examinations conducted as per KJSCE-2014 syllabus
The overall evaluation of the students for Semester VII and Semester VIII will be based on marks as discussed below:

Theory
a. For any theory course, the End Semester Examination (ESE) will be conducted of 100 marks.

Term Work
a. Total Term Work (TW) comprise:
   i. Two tests; each conducted of 30 marks and average of these two tests scaled to 10 marks
   ii. Journal carries 15 marks.
b. A student is said to have passed in TW of a course if he / she gets at least 40% marks in TW in that course.
c. A student will be allowed to keep term and appear for ESE of any course only after successful competition of TW of all courses of that semester.
d. Failing in TW of any course will be treated as detention for a year. In such situations, student needs to take readmission for the same year of study in the next academic year.

Oral /Practical / Oral + Practical / Workshop / Project
a. A student is said to have passed in Oral / Practical / Oral + Practical / Workshop / Project if he / she gets at least 40% marks in the same.
b. A student will be eligible to earn credits for a course when he/ she is declared “pass” in the said course.
c. If a student does not get the requisite marks for passing, he / she will have to appear for the relevant KT examination conducted during the subsequent semester.

IV Conduction of Examination
Tests and Theory examinations
a. Tests conducted as a part of TW will be of 30 marks each and will be of one hour and fifteen minutes duration.
b. ESE will be based on complete syllabus and will be of 100 marks conducted over three hours (03 hrs.) duration.
c. Time table for TW tests as well as ESE will be notified to the students well in advance. It will also be available on the college website and on notice boards.

Oral /Practical / Oral + Practical / Workshop / Project
Pattern of evaluation / distribution of marks to be awarded for Practical / Oral / Workshop / Project will be displayed by the concerned teacher before commencement of the relevant examination.

V Result declaration
a. The answer papers for both the TW tests as well as ESE will be shown to students on a pre-declared open day, before declaration of final results.
b. Any discrepancy as mentioned below has to be brought to the notice of the concerned teacher such as:
   i. Certain part of the paper not being assessed
   ii. Wrong summation of marks
   iii. Inappropriate assessment

c. If any request as mentioned in V 'b' above is found appropriate, then appropriate corrective action will be taken as per the following norms formed by the college.
   i. For any discrepancies in TW tests, the result of a student will be suitably corrected by the concerned teacher before sending it for further analysis.
   ii. For any discrepancies in ESE, a student has to apply in writing through a **Prescribed Application Form** provided by Examination Cell of the College.
   iii. Such a request will be evaluated by the Department Exam Committee (DEP). If found appropriate, the concerned evaluator will be intimated in writing to scrutinize the said answer paper in the light of the issue raised by the student. After the above scrutiny, if there are any changes in marks obtained by the student, the same will be notified to the Examination Cell through the Head of Department.
   iv. Examination Cell will then make the necessary changes in the records of the said student.
   v. Final results will be declared shortly only after all queries are appropriately scrutinized and resolved.
   vi. Subsequently, mark lists will be issued to students.

VI Rule for award of Degree for final year (BE) batch 2014-15

a. University of Mumbai will award degree to the students of Autonomous KJSCE completing the program as per the University of Mumbai.

b. The class obtained by student for award of degree will be evaluated as per the Scheme followed by University of Mumbai as the R-2007

c. The details rules and regulations for class improvement will be notified in due course of time.
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